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Clutch Component & Kit Terminology 
 

 
EXEDY Components 

 
 
 
Cover 
 

All EXEDY clutch covers start with three letters followed by three numbers. The 

first two letters relate to the vehicle manufacturer and the third letter is always a 

‘C’ denoting that it is a cover - e.g. HYC123, MBC123, TYC123. 

 

 

 

Disc 

 

All EXEDY clutch discs start with three letters followed by three numbers. The 

first two letters relate to the vehicle manufacturer and the third letter is always a 

‘D’ denoting that it is a disc - e.g. HYD123, MBD123, TYD123. 

 

 

 

 

Bearings/ Concentric Slave Cylinders 

 

All EXEDY clutch release bearings start with the three letters; ‘BRG’, whilst our 

concentric slave cylinders start with; ‘CSC’ followed by three numbers - e.g. 

BRG123, CSC123. 

 

 

 

DMF and SMF Flywheels 

 

All EXEDY flywheels start with four letters followed by three numbers, the 

first two letters relate to the vehicle manufacturer and the third & fourth 

letters denote ‘FD’ for dual mass flywheels and ‘FS’ for single mass 

flywheels - e.g. MBFD123, MBFS123. 
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EXEDY Kits 

 
 
2 Piece Kits 

 

EXEDY two piece kits contain a clutch cover and clutch disc. All two piece kits 

start with three letters followed by four numbers. The first two letters relate to 

the vehicle manufacturer and the third letter is always an ‘S’ denoting that it is 

a two piece kit - e.g. HYS1234, MBS1234, TYS1234.  

 
 

 

3 Piece Kits 

 

EXEDY three pieces kits contain a clutch cover, clutch disc 

and a release mechanism (either a bearing or concentric 

slave cylinder). All three piece kits start with three letters 

followed by four numbers. The first two letters relate to the 

vehicle manufacturer and the third letter is always a ‘K’ 

denoting that it is a three piece kit – e.g. HYK1234, 

MBK1234, TYK1234.  

 

There is also another type of three piece kit in the EXEDY range, which 

contains the clutch cover, clutch disc and the flywheel (no release 

mechanism is included). All of these three piece kits start with three letters 

followed by four numbers and a suffix to denote the inclusion of a flywheel, 

either ‘DMF’ for dual mass flywheels or ‘SMF’ for single mass flywheels – e.g. 

HYS1234DMF, MBS1234DMF, TYS1234SMF.  

 
 

 

4 Piece Kits 

 

EXEDY four piece kits contain the clutch cover, clutch disc, release 

mechanism (either a bearing or concentric slave cylinder) and a flywheel 

(dual mass or solid mass). All four piece kits start with three letters followed 

by four numbers and a suffix to denote the inclusion of a flywheel, either 

‘DMF’ for dual mass flywheels or ‘SMF’ for single mass flywheels – e.g. 

HYK1234DMF, MBK1234DMF, TYK1234SMF.  
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Vehicle Manufacturer Codes 

 

EXEDY CODE MANUFACTURER EXEDY CODE MANUFACTURER 

AR ALFA ROMEO LN LANCIA 

AU AUDI MB MITSUBISHI 

BF BEDFORD MF MITSUBISHI-FUSO 

BM BMW MZ MAZDA 

BZ MERCEDES-BENZ ND NISSAN DIESEL 

CT CITROEN NS NISSAN 

DH DAIHATSU OP OPEL 

DW DAEWOO PG PEUGEOT 

FI FIAT RN RENAULT 

FJ SUBARU RV ROVER 

FM FORD SB SAAB 

GM GENERAL MOTORS SK SKODA 

HC HONDA SS SSANGYONG 

HN HINO ST SEAT 

HY HYUNDAI SZ SUZUKI 

IS ISUZU TY TOYOTA 

IV IVECO VL VOLVO 

KI KIA VW VOLKSWAGEN 

LD LADA YG YUGO 
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